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People of color were less likely than their white counterparts to be prescribed opioids in the 1990s after they became widely available for non-cancer-related pain — but although those rates caught up ...
Black people were being prescribed opioids as much as whites during the drug crisis — but media coverage told a different story
Rhee discusses how the lessons of the global financial crisis prepared policymakers for COVID, and what tools they’ll need for future crises.
Is the Fed Ready for the Next Financial Crisis?
New research from the University of New Hampshire found during the COVID-19 pandemic varying responses and messaging from world leaders influenced infection outcomes. Global leaders that had a ...
UNH research amidst COVID-19 finds leadership style may impact crisis outcomes
Madison is also a Black woman, and medical professionals don’t always believe her. The pain became too much to bear on a summer day in 2017. Madison felt new pain and was unable to walk, so she ...
Medical Racism Is Fueling the Black Overdose Crisis, Advocates Say
Local news organizations are just so much less equipped now … to cover even something as consequential as the coronavirus pandemic’ ...
How the local news crisis affects coverage of COVID-19 and the climate … and vice versa
While Twitter has grown popular among political leaders as a means of computer-mediated mass media communication alternative, the COVID-19 pandemic required new strategies for socio-political ...
Twitter Mediated Sociopolitical Communication During the COVID-19 Pandemic Crisis in India
The doubts swirling around academic finance mirror a broader “replication crisis” in scientific ... top-tier Journal of Finance, wrote in a paper this August titled “Be Skeptical of Asset Management ...
The Finance Research Crisis Is All Too Human
Industrial emissions of carbon dioxide have returned close to pre-pandemic levels, according to new research published Nov. 4. Surging consumption of coal and natural gas for power plants and industry ...
Stanford University: Stanford-led research shows carbon emissions have rebounded to near pre-pandemic levels
Washington is poised to roll out a program that pays methamphetamine users to go clean. Called contingency management, it's part of a huge treatment effort funded after the state Supreme Court threw ...
Managing the meth crisis: Paying users to go clean could change lives and communities
The social care recruitment crisis is having a knock-on effect on getting patients out of hospital, according to a health expert. There is an estimated shortage of around 100,000 carers across the ...
Social care crisis having knock-on effect on getting people out of hospital, says expert
After almost two years of remote schooling, restricted gatherings and constant testing, many students are isolated and depressed. Omicron may make things worse.
Another Surge in the Virus Has Colleges Fearing a Mental Health Crisis
Early studies into the severity of the latest concerning coronavirus variant dominate the national papers on Thursday.
What the papers say – December 23
Many financial advisers have failed to do the proper planning for the future, with a survey showing 73% lack a formal succession plan.
Our succession planning crisis
Making the best use of non-English-language science can be a quick, cost-effective way to fill gaps in English-language science, and give us the best chance of halting Earth’s extinction crisis by ...
The English language dominates global conservation science – which leaves 1 in 3 research papers virtually ignored
The demand for parchment paper will accelerate with top 5 providers including Georgia Pacific Corp Ahlstrom Munksjo Oyj METSA Tissue Delfort Group AG and Nordic Paper AS accounting for over 15 20 of ...
Parchment Paper Market Study : An Emerging Hint of Opportunity by 2031
Current undergrads are more likely than adults overall to say colleges and universities should be able to restrict words they deem harmful to students (80 percent).--Bipartisan Policy Center, Nov. 30 ...
Campus crisis
Fears of runaway fuel bills in 2022 have been mounting since rising gas prices began bankrupting suppliers in September. Since then, prices have risen from 54p per therm of gas to ...
Government urged to tackle rising energy prices as ‘enormous crisis’ looms in 2022
Lack of affordable housing makes it difficult to re-house people who end up homeless in Holland, despite federal aid for rental payments.
Housing crunch, long waits for those in crisis
Newsom's propensity for rattling off numbers and facts can feed into the public image of California’s self-assured and all-too-polished governor. But it's also a byproduct of the lengths he goes to ...
Gavin Newsom describes struggling with dyslexia as he governs California through crisis
In fields including psychology and medicine, it turns out that many papers don’t pass ... There may be a crisis in the quality of academic finance research (Harvey’s contention is disputed ...
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